Hammertone
Custom designed Tesla Coils for Museums, Theme Parks and Stage

Hammertone is the leading European designer and manufacturer of Tesla Coils.

Hammertone Tesla Coils are based on bleeding edge technology, and are the result of an intense research effort, which has enabled a hitherto unheard control over size, direction, pitch and beat of the sparks.

Hammertone has brought perfection to the use of Tesla Coils as a musical instrument, standalone to convey melody or beat, or combined with other instruments and singers and dancers.

In technical terms, a Tesla coil is an air-cored resonance transformer, capable of creating enormous voltages and colossal discharges. The output potential is measured in hundreds of thousands of volts, and the effect is spectacular: The surrounding air ceases to insulate and is transformed into plasma: hyper-heated, ionised air where electrical current flows without constraint. The audience becomes witness to an electrical discharge: a lightning bolt of unsurpassed intensity.

The lightning bolts are in constant development and change, and are able to catch and capture the attention of the audience in a unique manner.

Hammertone masters the classic spark gap technology; but power electronics form the backbone of the company’s current trademark coil. Assembly line products, however, are not offered. Each coil is unique, and perfectly crafted to meet the demands of the customer.

If you perform on stage, and want the audience to look your way, right from the moment you make your entrance – then a toot from a Tesla Coil could be your best friend. A Tesla Coil and its discharges are beautiful to behold. Perhaps you should place your order already today!

Customers include:
The Danish Electricity Museum, Danfoss Universe, Palais de Tokyo.
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